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INVITED COMMENTARY

The Research Doesn’t Always Apply: Practical Solutions
to Evidence-Based Training-Load Monitoring in Elite Team Sports
Darren J. Burgess
Research describing load-monitoring techniques for team sport is plentiful. Much of this research is conducted retrospectively
and typically involves recreational or semielite teams. Load-monitoring research conducted on professional team sports is
largely observational. Challenges exist for the practitioner in implementing peer-reviewed research into the applied setting.
These challenges include match scheduling, player adherence, manager/coach buy-in, sport traditions, and staff availability.
External-load monitoring often attracts questions surrounding technology reliability and validity, while internal-load monitoring makes some assumptions about player adherence, as well as having some uncertainty around the impact these measures
have on player performance This commentary outlines examples of load-monitoring research, discusses the issues associated
with the application of this research in an elite team-sport setting, and suggests practical adjustments to the existing research
where necessary.
Keywords: monitoring, player readiness, tracking technology, field sports
The prevention of excessive fatigue and injury and training
prescription to improve performance remain critical goals of
sport-science and sports-medicine practitioners (SSMPs) working in elite team sports. Unlike individual sports, SSMPs may
have up to 90 players (eg, NFL preseason) to monitor, compelling effective practitioners to employ strategies to assess how
similar training loads might affect each player individually.1
Furthermore, the ability to quantify training loads may augment
periodization programs2 and reduce negative training adaptations.3
Typically in elite team sports, a suite of load-monitoring strategies is employed by SSMPs. This may consist of a combination
of external (estimation of athletes work performed) and internal
(estimation of physiological impact of this work) monitoring
strategies.
Significant challenges exist for SSMPs in implementing
monitoring strategies within an elite team sport environment. For
instance, despite the strong evidence linking effective monitoring to enhancing numerous aspects of team performance, head
coaches/managers often perceive these strategies with skepticism.
In addition, player compliance can often be sporadic. Further,
some sports such as association football (soccer), baseball, and
basketball play multiple games in any given week across many
locations. Here, SSMPs may prioritize activities of recovery
and team travel over monitoring strategies as they may have a
bigger impact on repeat performances. Finally, some monitoring strategies require expert staffing and additional technology
expenditure, which is not always possible or practical in elite
team sports.
The purpose of this commentary is to outline some common
evidence-based load-monitoring strategies and describe their
application in elite team-sport environments.
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Monitoring External Load
External load refers to the work performed by the athlete.4 Typically
this involves quantifying movement demands and in team sports, is
most commonly assessed using global positioning systems (GPS).
Despite questions over the reliability of GPS,5 as well as inconsistencies in reported speed-zone classifications,6 metrics such as
high-speed running, meters per minute, and player load have been
researched and implemented in a variety of team sports. High-speed
running volume in particular has been linked to performance in
Australian Rules football (ARF),7 injury risk in rugby league (RL)8
and the metabolic cost of training in soccer.9
The use of GPS technologies in elite team sports has increased
markedly in the last decade. GPS units have become smaller and
therefore more “player friendly”; consequently their use and
importance in training load monitoring have increased. Despite
these trends the periodization training model in team sports is often
determined by the manager or coach. In this scenario the SSMPs
can use GPS monitoring to identify any inappropriate training
load progressions and attempt to educate coaches on more suitable
alternatives. Practitioners are urged to use a “less is more” approach
when reporting GPS metrics to previously uneducated (from a GPS
point) coaches and players, as overloading players and coaches with
technical information may lead to a lack of confidence in both the
technology and staff.
When reporting GPS loads the typical variation in physical performance is often unaccounted for.10 This can create inappropriate
commentary on performance from coaches/players. A solution to
this issue is presented as Figure 1. This figure presents high-speed
running (above 5.5 m/s) in matches. The lines above and below the
estimated (dotted) line of best fit depict the typical error (SD) in
this metric for this player. Expressing the data in this way makes it
easier for the player and coach to understand actual performance
fluctuations, as well as assess trends across a season.
One area in which SSMPs can determine the periodization of
training is the rehabilitation setting. The rehabilitation program
is commonly progressed outside of team training and therefore
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Figure 1 — High-speed-running distance across a season. A dashed line of best fit is placed indicating that the player has improved output across the
season. Lines above and below represent typical error (SD) of score for this player.

potentially without head coach/manager influence. The SSMPs
can provide incremental increases in all relevant GPS metrics
until the injured player has reached predetermined targets.11
An illustration of this process is found in Figure 2. This figure
depicts the peak speed scores in a rehabilitation progression for
a hamstring injury. The player had a peak speed of 9 m/s (as
measured by their maximum GPS score collected across their
duration with the club) and was subjected to 10% increases per
week beginning at 60% and reaching his peak speed the week
before returning to play (RTP). The challenge for the SSMP is to
align all relevant variables within the RTP time frame established
while being cognizant of stabilizing acute:chronic training loads
before RTP.12
Once familiarity has been established with GPS-based externalload monitoring, SSMPs can become more prescriptive with their
monitoring. Recent applied research has established indicative
guidelines for team-sport modeling of future training loads to
help prevent injury and improve player readiness to perform.8,13–15
SSMPs should however to establish their own guidelines for their
players rather than rely completely on models established on different sporting populations.
Emerging technologies (accelerometers, inertial measurement
units, etc) provide player load information without the need for
access to satellites. Implementation into team sports environment
should only occur once SSMPs have full understanding of what the
technology output represents to fully educate players and coaches
before their embedding into monitoring programs.

Monitoring Internal Load
Internal load is the relative physiological and/or psychological effect
of the work performed16. In most elite team sports environments,
internal load is commonly expressed as any 1 or a combination of
session rating of perceived exertion (sRPE), subjective wellness
estimates, and various heart-rate/blood-derived metrics.

Figure 2 — Peak speed progressions in a rehabilitation setting. The bars
represent peak speed and the line represents percentage of the player’s
maximum speed.

Despite limited published studies examining concurrent validity
of sRPE in team-sport environments,17 sRPE is the most commonly
observed internal training load measure in team-sport research
and practice. This is predominantly due to its ease of collection,
negligible expense, and ability to quantify loads in all forms of
training (conditioning, strength, rehabilitation, “off-legs,” etc) and
competition.18 sRPE has been correlated with injury incidence in
rugby league,19 and ARF,15 and has also been successfully used to
develop injury-prediction models for collision sports.20
The limitations in using sRPE in team sports include the number
of scales available,17,21,22 the variability associated with the multiple
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factors involved in estimating sRPE23 and the conflicting reliability
reported.22 Practically, sRPE can be influenced by player education,
language barriers, and method/timing of collection. Practitioners
should ensure players fully understand how and when sRPE will be
used to gain player trust in this measure. Measures should be taken
in the same manner, at the same time shortly after each session, in
the players’ native language and, ideally, by the same SSMP.
Internal load may also be estimated using wellness questionnaires. These have been developed to assess perceived fatigue and
wellness in team sports24 and share similar strengths (cost, ease of
collection, etc) and limitations (player “buy-in,” varying models, etc)
as sRPE. While some questionnaires such as the RESTQ-Sport and
POMS have been validated in team sports,25,26 the more common
approach in the field has been for SSMPs to develop their own
questionnaires relevant to their populations/situation.24,27 Initial
validity concerns arising from these “adapted” questionnaires have
been allayed with numerous studies demonstrating sensitivity to
training-load changes.24,27,28
SSMPs are advised to establish their own validity of whichever
questionnaire they choose. This becomes particularly important
either when using an established questionnaire on a different population to that on which it was validated or when introducing an adapted
questionnaire. The efficacy of any questionnaire can be improved
in an applied setting by limiting exposure to 1 or 2 times per week,
ensuring that the questionnaire is easy to understand, providing the
questionnaire using available technology (eg, smartphone), ensuring follow-up dialogue with players when alerts are triggered and
providing updates to players and coaches on how the results have
influenced practice.
To support these aforementioned subjective measures there
remains a need to provide more objective markers of internal load
in elite team sports. Various blood and saliva assay markers (creatine kinase, testosterone, C-reactive protein, cortisol, etc) have
been used to examine internal load through estimations of fatigue,
immunological status, and even direct responses to training and
match stimuli.29–34 Measures such as testosterone and creatine kinase
have been shown to have relationships with performance in both
RL35 and ARF.36 However in American football players variations
of external load failed to produce any significant changes in metabolic markers of fatigue.37 In addition, monitoring of testosterone
and cortisol levels across an entire ARF season failed to produce
any meaningful relationships.38
The discrepancy in research findings in these with both blood
and saliva markers in elite team sports is perhaps due to the high
individual variability.39 For example, CK has demonstrated diurnal variation, as well as large individual variability depending on
player position, ethnicity, and day of measurement (number of
days pregame or post game).36 Typically the expense, time taken to
measure and analyze, as well as player understanding of relationship
to performance have resulted in restricted use of these measures.
Heart rate (HR) monitoring offers an objective, relatively inexpensive, and convenient insight into player internal load, particularly
in a team-sport setting.40 In this environment team HR scores can
provide the SSMPs with a snapshot of the team’s physiological
response to any training stimulus, providing an almost instant
fitness assessment of the playing group. Knowledge of player
maximum HR values allows practitioners to express HR scores
relatively, providing even greater individualization in reporting and
subsequent training.
Recently, heart-rate variability (HRV) has become a popular
estimate of player fatigue state.41 Despite the popularity and convenience of HRV technology, caution should be applied as these

values are extremely sensitive to diurnal factors, as well as activity
and food and liquid consumption before measurement.42
Monitoring player sleep patterns has demonstrated some relationship with training-load fluctuations and injury occurrence.43
While emerging ActiGraphy technology has made the estimation
of sleep quality and quantity more readily available, concerns still
exist about the relationship between these technologies and goldstandard estimates of sleep using polysomnography.44,45 In addition, once a poor sleep pattern has been identified, interventions
are necessarily retrospective and typically limited to education on
proper sleep hygiene.

Screening
Regular screening of players has been used in team-sport settings
to assess training adaptations, readiness to train, fatigue, impact of
match, and injury-risk profile. There is considerable support for
specific protocols in addition to those outlined previously in this
paper such as hamstring strength,46 countermovement jump,47 various range-of-motion assessments, and movement-based protocols.48
However, debate remains as to whether these protocols actually
assess readiness or injury risk.49 In addition, these assessments take
considerable time, resources, and, in some cases, skill to implement.
In elite team-sport environments, with up to 50 players in a squad,
this can be quite cumbersome for both players and staff.
SSMPs need to be aware of these limitations and ensure that
all assessments are executed in a reliable, valid manner. Validation
should be specific to the population assessed, and where no validation exists in the literature SSMPs should perform in-house validation of any tool to be implemented. Staff are advised to select the
minimum number of validated assessments required to achieve the
goals of injury risk and readiness to train/play assessment.

Combining Internal
and External Load Monitoring
In an applied environment with multiple players the ability for
SSMPs to combine validated measures of internal and external load
arguably offers the ideal monitoring scenario. Accurate assessments
of work performed and cost of this work provides a constant fitness
assessment of both individuals and teams. Evidence exists describing various internal/external load relationships in team sports.2,17,25,26
This research should inform SSMPs’ decision making but rarely
dictate it. Coaching and playing environment, as well as resources
and available staff, should determine the tools to be implemented
in any team-sport environment.
Where GPS (external load) and heart rate (internal load) are
available, establishing the relationship between these measures may
offer a snapshot of individual and team fitness. Figure 3 demonstrates this relationship in a single session. This figure depicts average HR and high-speed-running values with the “cross-hair” lines
in the center representing group averages for the session. Players
1, 2, 3, and 4 demonstrate appropriate work rate:cost ratios. Player
5 displays low work rate with a high cost and therefore warrants
further investigation. Player 6 demonstrates high work rate with a
low cost and therefore demonstrated superior fitness in this session.
The emerging research on heart-rate recovery (HRR) as an
indicator of player fitness/readiness also combines internal and
external load. SSMPs could use this concept in 2 scenarios. First,
HRR can be assessed within training sessions where a set period of
work could be performed followed by an appropriate, standardized
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Figure 3 — Internal versus external load as represented by average heart
rate and high-speed running. The cross-hair lines in the graph represent
group averages for the session completed. Players 1, 2, 3, and 4 demonstrate appropriate work rate:cost ratios. Player 5 displays low work rate
with a high cost and therefore warrants further investigation. Player 6
demonstrates high work rate with a low cost and therefore demonstrated
superior fitness in this session.

recovery period. This method provides minimal disruption to the
session. However SSMPs should ensure identical work is performed
before the HRR assessment period. Second, a known quantity of
work can be followed by a standard HRR assessment period of rest.
Submaximal protocols have been designed for this purpose and
offer a safe, quick, and reliable assessment tool.50,51 Some debate
exists as to the appropriate intensity of the work52 performed before
HRR assessment and this can be difficult to establish in large groups
of players with varying fitness levels. However, the practicality
of these protocols as well as their demonstrated tracking ability
across time, makes them a viable option for internal:external-load
ratio monitoring.

Conclusion
SSMPs practitioners working within elite team sports environments
are challenged with implementing evidenced-based load-monitoring
practices that are appropriate to their specific environment. Factors to consider include coaching philosophy, player compliance
and resources as well as the available evidence. The combination
of these factors should influence monitoring choices rather than
evidence alone.

Practical Applications
Evidence should guide SSMPs in their choice of monitoring strategies in elite team sports. However, often circumstances prevent
implementation of strategies as they appear in the literature. In
these cases SSMPs should validate their adjusted strategies. SSMPs
are encouraged to publish their internal validation as they will
drive future applications in this area. Universities should also be
encouraged to partner with elite teams to drive academic rigor in
their data-collection procedures. The combination of internal- with
external-load monitoring perhaps provides the ideal scenario to
assess player fitness, fatigue, and readiness to train or play.
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